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KEY=SOLDIER - ELSA HODGES
PRETTY GUARDIAN SAILOR MOON
VOLUME 10
"The threat of Dead Moon Circus is so great that the outer planet Guardians return to ﬁght alongside their compatriots. But with Usagi now coughing up black blood as well, are they
too late? And to make things worse, Queen Nehelenia's servant Zirconia casts another curse upon Usagi and Mamoru, sending them both back into childhood. However, Helios
whisks away their spirits to Elysion, where they manage to break free and return to their true forms. After they rejoin their companions, the ﬁnal showdown against Queen
Nehelenia herself begins! Will the Sailor Guardians and Tuxedo Mask manage to save Earth and Elysion before the Queen transforms them into eternal realms of nightmares?" -from publisher's web site.

PRETTY GUARDIAN SAILOR MOON ETERNAL EDITION 1
Kodansha America LLC Teenager Usagi is not the best athlete, she’s never gotten good grades, and, well, she’s a bit of a crybaby. But when she meets a talking cat, she begins a
journey that will teach her she has a well of great strength just beneath the surface and the heart to inspire and stand up for her friends as Sailor Moon! Experience the Sailor Moon
manga as never before in these extra-long editions (about 300 pages each).

PRETTY GUARDIAN SAILOR MOON ETERNAL EDITION 7
Kodansha America LLC Teenager Usagi is not the best athlete, she's never gotten good grades, and, well, she's a bit of a crybaby. But when she meets a talking cat, she begins a
journey that will teach her she has a well of great strength just beneath the surface and the heart to inspire and stand up for her friends as Sailor Moon! Experience the Sailor Moon
manga as never before in these extra-long editions (about 300 pages each).

SAILOR MOON ETERNAL EDITION 6
Sailor Moon Eternal Edition The guardians in sailor suits return in this deﬁnitive edition of the greatest magical girl manga of all time! Features all-new cover illustrations by creator
Naoko Takeuchi, a glittering holographic coating, an extra-large size, premium paper, French ﬂaps, and a newly-revised translation! Ages 13 and up. Teenager Usagi is not the best
athlete, she's never gotten good grades, and, well, she's a bit of a crybaby. But when she meets a talking cat, she begins a journey that will teach her she has a well of great
strength just beneath the surface and the heart to inspire and stand up for her friends as Sailor Moon! Experience the Sailor Moon manga as never before in these extra-long
editions (about 300 pages each).
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CODENAME: SAILOR V ETERNAL EDITION 1 (SAILOR MOON ETERNAL EDITION 11)
Sailor Moon Eternal Edition Before Sailor Moon, there was Sailor V! Minako Aino is 13 years old when she meets a talking white cat named Artemis, who tells her something
unbelievable: With a magic pen, she has the power to transform into the elegant, masked hero Sailor V. Experience Minako's adventures, before she became Sailor Venus, featuring
a new, glittering cover, a fresh translation, and remastered interior art! A year before meeting Sailor Moon--and her destiny as a member of the Sailor Guardians--Minako was the
ﬁrst hero to ﬁnd her calling. At age 13, all this teen can talk about is ﬁnding a boyfriend, but her dreams change when a talking cat with a crescent moon on his forehead reveals her
true identity as the Soldier of Justice, Sailor V! Magic has returned to modern Tokyo, and she must use her powers to stop the Dark Agency, which is trying to manipulate Japan's
entertainment industry and enslave the population. This deﬁnitive, two-volume "Eternal Edition" of the Codename: Sailor V manga follows the ten-volume Sailor Moon Eternal
Edition. They feature new cover illustrations by Sailor V and Sailor Moon creator Naoko Takeuchi, a new translation, entirely redesigned lettering, and, for the ﬁrst time, all the color
pages from the original magazine run in the 1990s, at the largest size available anywhere in the world! In the name of Sailor V, don't miss this chance to complete your collection!

SAILOR MOON 1 (NAOKO TAKEUCHI COLLECTION)
Kodansha Comics A new edition of the Sailor Moon manga, for a new generation of fans! Featuring the updated translation and high page count of the Sailor Moon Eternal Edition in a
more aﬀordable, portable edition, perfect to go wherever you or the magical guardian in your life want to take it. Teenager Usagi is not the best athlete, she's never gotten good
grades, and, well, she's a bit of a crybaby. But when she meets a talking cat, she begins a journey that will teach her she has a well of great strength just beneath the surface and
the heart to inspire and stand up for her friends as Sailor Moon! The original Sailor Moon in a new, aﬀordable edition.

MEET SAILOR MARS
FIRE
Mixx Entertainment Incorporated Introduces Sailor Mars, a companion of Sailor Moon, and one of a group of teenage girls who transform into superheroes to defeat the forces of evil.

DESIGNING VIRTUAL WORLDS
New Riders A comprehensive resource on the principles and techniques of virtual world design and programming covers everything from MUDS to MMOs and MMORPGs, explaining
how virtual worlds work, creating games for multiple users, and the underlying design principles of online games. Original. (Advanced)

MEET SAILOR MOON
CRYSTAL
Mixx Entertainment Incorporated Introduces Serena Tsukino, also known as Sailor Moon, Princess Serenity and Neo-Queen Serenity, and highlights her transformations and ﬁghting
moves.

PRETTY GUARDIAN
SAILOR MOON
Just when Usagi thinks things are getting back to normal, she ﬁnds that Mamoru is leaving to study abroad in America and Chibi-Usa is returning to the thirtieth century.

SAILOR MOON
SUPERS. VOLUME 4
Mixx Entertainment Incorporated A look at a favorite school-girl-turned-superhero, Sailor Moon and her adventures.
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SAILOR MOON ETERNAL EDITION 3
Kodansha Comics The guardians in sailor suits return in this deﬁnitive edition of the greatest magical girl manga of all time! Features all-new cover illustrations by creator Naoko
Takeuchi, a glittering holographic coating, an extra-large size, premium paper, French ﬂaps, and a newly-revised translation! Ages 13 and up. Teenager Usagi is not the best athlete,
she's never gotten good grades, and, well, she's a bit of a crybaby. But when she meets a talking cat, she begins a journey that will teach her she has a well of great strength just
beneath the surface and the heart to inspire and stand up for her friends as Sailor Moon! Experience the Sailor Moon manga as never before in these extra-long editions (about 300
pages each).

SAILOR MOON ETERNAL EDITION 10
Sailor Moon Eternal Edition FINAL VOLUME! The guardians in sailor suits return in this deﬁnitive edition of the greatest magical girl manga of all time! Features all-new cover
illustrations by creator Naoko Takeuchi, a glittering holographic coating, an extra-large size, premium paper, French ﬂaps, and a newly-revised translation! Ages 13 and up.
Teenager Usagi is not the best athlete, she's never gotten good grades, and, well, she's a bit of a crybaby. But when she meets a talking cat, she begins a journey that will teach her
she has a well of great strength just beneath the surface and the heart to inspire and stand up for her friends as Sailor Moon! Experience the Sailor Moon manga as never before in
these extra-long editions (about 300 pages each).

CODENAME SAILOR V
"Like Sailor Moon, Minako Aino is a normal 13-year-old schoolgirl until a fateful day when a white cat introduces himself to her and tells her she has the power to transform into the
hero, Sailor V. Using a magic pen to transform, Sailor V ﬁghts the evil agents of the Dark Agency as she strives to protect the earth"--Publisher's web site.

SAILOR MOON 11
TokyoPop Readers are invited to join Luna, Sailor Moon, and the Sailor Scouts as they battle to keep Princess Snow Kaguya from ruling the solar system.

A NEW LITERACIES SAMPLER
Peter Lang The study of new literacies is quickly emerging as a major research ﬁeld. This book «samples» work in the broad area of new literacies research along two dimensions.
First, it samples some typical examples of new literacies - video gaming, fan ﬁction writing, weblogging, role play gaming, using websites to participate in aﬃnity practices, memes,
and other social activities involving mobile technologies. Second, the studies collectively sample from a wide range of approaches potentially available for researching and studying
new literacies from a sociocultural perspective. Readers will come away with a rich sense of what new literacies are, and a generous appreciation of how they are being researched.

JAPAN'S CASTLES
CITADELS OF MODERNITY IN WAR AND PEACE
Cambridge University Press An innovative examination of heritage politics in Japan, showing how castles have been used to re-invent and recapture competing versions of the preimperial past and project possibilities for Japan's future. Oleg Benesch and Ran Zwigenberg argue that Japan's modern transformations can be traced through its castles. They
examine how castle preservation and reconstruction campaigns served as symbolic ways to assert particular views of the past and were crucial in the making of an idealized
premodern history. Castles have been used to craft identities, to create and erase memories, and to symbolically join tradition and modernity. Until 1945, they served as physical
and symbolic links between the modern military and the nation's premodern martial heritage. After 1945, castles were cleansed of military elements and transformed into public
cultural spaces that celebrated both modernity and the pre-imperial past. What were once signs of military power have become symbols of Japan's idealized peaceful past.

JAPAN AND UNITED NATIONS PEACEKEEPING
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NEW PRESSURES, NEW RESPONSES
Psychology Press Japan's postwar constitution in which the Japanese government famously renounced war forever has meant that the country has been reluctant, until recently, to
commit its armed forces in the international arena. However, in the last decade or so, Japan has played a much more active role in peacekeeping and its troops have been deployed
as part of UN forces in trouble spots as varied as the Gulf, Cambodia, the Golan Heights, Kosovo and the East Timor. This book examines these developments within the border
context of international relations theory and changes in Japan's domestic and regional politics.

RECEPTIONS OF GREEK AND ROMAN ANTIQUITY IN EAST ASIA
BRILL Receptions of Greek and Roman Antiquity in East Asia broadens the scope of the Western Classical tradition by oﬀering pioneering insights (of leading scholars from Europe,
East Asia, and North America) into East Asian receptions of Greco-Roman Antiquity.

THE MUSHROOM AT THE END OF THE WORLD
ON THE POSSIBILITY OF LIFE IN CAPITALIST RUINS
Princeton University Press Matsutake is the most valuable mushroom in the world—and a weed that grows in human-disturbed forests across the northern hemisphere. Through its
ability to nurture trees, matsutake helps forests to grow in daunting places. It is also an edible delicacy in Japan, where it sometimes commands astronomical prices. In all its
contradictions, matsutake oﬀers insights into areas far beyond just mushrooms and addresses a crucial question: what manages to live in the ruins we have made? A tale of
diversity within our damaged landscapes, The Mushroom at the End of the World follows one of the strangest commodity chains of our times to explore the unexpected corners of
capitalism. Here, we witness the varied and peculiar worlds of matsutake commerce: the worlds of Japanese gourmets, capitalist traders, Hmong jungle ﬁghters, industrial forests,
Yi Chinese goat herders, Finnish nature guides, and more. These companions also lead us into fungal ecologies and forest histories to better understand the promise of cohabitation
in a time of massive human destruction. By investigating one of the world's most sought-after fungi, The Mushroom at the End of the World presents an original examination into
the relation between capitalist destruction and collaborative survival within multispecies landscapes, the prerequisite for continuing life on earth.

THE SAILOR MOON ROLE-PLAYING GAME AND RESOURCE BOOK
Guelph, Ont. : Guardians of Order Welcome to the ultimate English-language guide for one of the most popular Japanese anime shows of all times! Sailor Moon is a hit with boys and
girls of all ages, and is watched on Cartoon Network's popular "Toonami" programming block every day by over one million viewers. This book oﬀers a comprehensive Sailor Moon
resource and reference section, including episode summaries, character bios, and series analysis in a clear and easy to read format.

RETHINKING IDENTITY IN MODERN JAPAN
NATIONALISM AS AESTHETICS
Routledge This volume is a major reconsideration of Japanese late modernity and national hegemony which examines the creative and academic works of a number of inﬂuential
Japanese thinkers. The author situates the process of Japanese knowledge production in the interface between the immediate historical and the wider socio-economic and politicocultural contexts accompanying the Japanese post-war experience of modernity. This book will be of great value to anyone interested in the history of contemporary Japanese
culture and society.

THE TALE OF GENJI
A JAPANESE CLASSIC ILLUMINATED
Metropolitan Museum of Art With its vivid descriptions of courtly society, gardens, and architecture in early eleventh-century Japan, The Tale of Genji—recognized as the world’s ﬁrst
novel—has captivated audiences around the globe and inspired artistic traditions for one thousand years. Its female author, Murasaki Shikibu, was a diarist, a renowned poet, and,
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as a tutor to the young empress, the ultimate palace insider; her monumental work of ﬁction oﬀers entry into an elaborate, mysterious world of court romance, political intrigue,
elite customs, and religious life. This handsomely designed and illustrated book explores the outstanding art associated with Genji through in-depth essays and discussions of more
than one hundred works. The Tale of Genji has inﬂuenced all forms of Japanese artistic expression, from intimately scaled albums to boldly designed hanging scrolls and screen
paintings, lacquer boxes, incense burners, games, palanquins for transporting young brides to their new homes, and even contemporary manga. The authors, both art historians and
Genji scholars, discuss the tale’s transmission and reception over the centuries; illuminate its place within the history of Japanese literature and calligraphy; highlight its key
episodes and characters; and explore its wide-ranging inﬂuence on Japanese culture, design, and aesthetics into the modern era. p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font:
14.0px Verdana}

SAILOR MOON REFLECTIONS
THE INSIDE STORY OF THE ORIGINAL RECORDINGS OF THE ENGLISH VERSION OF SAILOR MOON
FriesenPress The work of a voice artist isn't necessarily what it may seem to the viewer or listener. It is a craft that is learned through intense study and practice. The cast of Sailor
Moon were paragons of this art form and reveal their techniques in accomplishing their roles in this book. This is the inside story of the English recording of Sailor Moon and will
make the reader aware of the arduous work that actually took place to achieve this groundbreaking series that still receives continuing adoration. Anyone with an ambition to be a
voice actor, or any fan of the series should read this book. It will open your eyes to a career that is exciting, fun and ultimately rewarding. It was written by Roland Parliament, the
director of 65 episodes of Sailor Moon who was there every long day of the recording process. His observations will enlighten you to the very tough work the actors went through to
bring to life a program that would become such a highly successful and entertaining series.

EROTIC GROTESQUE NONSENSE
THE MASS CULTURE OF JAPANESE MODERN TIMES
Univ of California Press "A sumptuously documented book, one that makes innovative use of the principle of montage to generate informative historical readings of Japan's myriad
mass cultural phenomena in the early twentieth century. Both in terms of its scholarship and its methodology, this is a truly admirable work."—Rey Chow, Andrew W. Mellon
Professor of the Humanities, Brown University "As Miriam Silverberg has brilliantly shown here, the modern times of 1920s and ‘30s Japan were rendered in a cacophony of cultural
mixing: a period of consumerist desires and Hollywood fantasy-making but also the rise of nationalist empire-building. Excavating its kaleidoscope of everyday culture Silverberg
astutely oﬀers a theory of montage for how Japanese subjects 'code-switched' in juggling the mixed cultural/political elements of these times. Utilizing a montage of media, texts,
sites, and scholarship, Silverberg leads the reader into the terrain of the 'erotic grotesque nonsense' in a work that is as scintillating as it is theoretically important."—Anne Allison,
author of Millennial Monsters: Japanese Toys and the Global Imagination "Unlike other scholars who merely view ero-guro-nansensu in its literal meanings, Silverberg brilliantly
documents it as a complex cultural aesthetic expressed in a spectrum of fascinating mass culture forms and preoccupations. With great erudition and humor, she traces the sensory
and conceptual modes that are animated with potency and sophistication through this cultural metaphor. This book is destined to be a classic in Japan scholarship."—Laura Miller,
author of Beauty Up: Exploring Contemporary Japanese Body Aesthetics

ON THE PERSISTENCE OF THE JAPANESE HISTORY PROBLEM
HISTORICISM AND THE INTERNATIONAL POLITICS OF HISTORY
Routledge In Japan, people often refer to August 15, 1945 as the end of "that war." But the duration of "that war" remains vague. At times, it refers to the ﬁfteen years of war in the
Asia-Paciﬁc. At others, it refers to an imagination of the century long struggle between the East and the West that characterized much of the 19th century. This latter dramatization
in particular reinforces longstanding Eurocentric and Orientalist discourses about historical development that presume the non-West lacks historical agency. Nearly 75 years since
the nominal end of the war, Japan’s "history problem" – a term invoking the nation’s inability to come to terms with its imperial past – persists throughout Asia today. Going beyond
well-worn clichés about the state’s use and abuse of discourses of historical modernity, Koyama shows how the inability to confront the debris of empire is tethered to the deferral
of agency to a hegemonic order centered on the United States. The present is thus a moment one stitched between the disavowal of responsibility on the one hand, and the
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necessity of becoming a proper subject of history on the other. Behind this seeming impasse lay questions about how to imagine the state as the subject of history in a postcolonial
moment – after grand narratives, after patriotism, and after triumphalism.

BEAUTIFUL FIGHTING GIRL
U of Minnesota Press From Cutie Honey and Sailor Moon to Nausicaä of the Valley of the Wind, the worlds of Japanese anime and manga teem with prepubescent girls toting deadly
weapons. Sometimes overtly sexual, always intensely cute, the beautiful ﬁghting girl has been both hailed as a feminist icon and condemned as a symptom of the objectiﬁcation of
young women in Japanese society. In Beautiful Fighting Girl, Saitō Tamaki oﬀers a far more sophisticated and convincing interpretation of this alluring and capable ﬁgure. For Saitō,
the beautiful ﬁghting girl is a complex sexual fantasy that paradoxically lends reality to the ﬁctional spaces she inhabits. As an object of desire for male otaku (obsessive fans of
anime and manga), she saturates these worlds with meaning even as her ﬁctional status demands her ceaseless proliferation and reproduction. Rejecting simplistic moralizing, Saitō
understands the otaku’s ability to eroticize and even fall in love with the beautiful ﬁghting girl not as a sign of immaturity or maladaptation but as a result of a heightened
sensitivity to the multiple layers of mediation and ﬁctional context that constitute life in our hypermediated world—a logical outcome of the media they consume. Featuring
extensive interviews with Japanese and American otaku, a comprehensive genealogy of the beautiful ﬁghting girl, and an analysis of the American outsider artist Henry Darger,
whose baroque imagination Saitō sees as an important antecedent of otaku culture, Beautiful Fighting Girl was hugely inﬂuential when ﬁrst published in Japan, and it remains a key
text in the study of manga, anime, and otaku culture. Now available in English for the ﬁrst time, this book will spark new debates about the role played by desire in the production
and consumption of popular culture.

REWRITING HISTORY IN MANGA
STORIES FOR THE NATION
Springer This book analyzes the role of manga in contemporary Japanese political expression and debate, and explores its role in propagating new perceptions regarding Japanese
history.

PRINCESS MONONOKE
UNDERSTANDING STUDIO GHIBLI'S MONSTER PRINCESS
Bloomsbury Publishing USA Princess Mononoke (1997) is one of anime's most important ﬁlms. Hayao Miyazaki's epic fantasy broke domestic box oﬃce records when it came out in
Japan, keeping pace with the success of Hollywood ﬁlms like Titanic (1997). Princess Mononoke was also the ﬁrst of Studio Ghibli's ﬁlms to be distributed outside Japan as part of a
new deal with Disney subsidiary Buena Vista International. Coinciding with the 20th anniversary of the release of the ﬁlm, Rayna Denison curates this new collection to critically
reﬂect on Princess Mononoke's signiﬁcance within and beyond Japanese culture. The collection investigates the production, and re-production, processes involved in the making of
Princess Mononoke into a global phenomenon and reevaluates the ﬁlm's signiﬁcance within a range of global markets, animation techniques, and cultures. In revisiting this
undeniably important ﬁlm, the collection sheds light on the tensions within anime and the cultural and social issues that Princess Mononoke explores, from environmental protection
to globalization to the representation of marginalized groups. In this remarkable new collection, Princess Mononoke is examined as a key player during a major turning point in
Japanese animation history.

HCI INTERNATIONAL 2014 - POSTERS' EXTENDED ABSTRACTS
INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE, HCI INTERNATIONAL 2014, HERAKLION, CRETE, JUNE 22-27, 2014. PROCEEDINGS, PART I
Springer This is the ﬁrst of a two-volume set (CCIS 434 and CCIS 435) that constitutes the extended abstracts of the posters presented during the 16th International Conference on
Human-Computer Interaction, HCII 2014, held in Heraklion, Crete, Greece in June 2014, and consisting of 14 thematic conferences. The total of 1476 papers and 220 posters
presented at the HCII 2014 conferences were carefully reviewed and selected from 4766 submissions. These papers address the latest research and development eﬀorts and
highlight the human aspects of design and use of computing systems. The papers accepted for presentation thoroughly cover the entire ﬁeld of Human-Computer Interaction,
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addressing major advances in knowledge and eﬀective use of computers in a variety of application areas. The extended abstracts were carefully reviewed and selected for inclusion
in this two-volume set. This volume contains posters’ extended abstracts addressing the following major topics: design methods, techniques and knowledge; the design of everyday
things; interacting with information and knowledge; cognitive, perceptual and emotional issues in HCI; multimodal and natural interaction; algorithms and machine learning
methods in HCI; virtual and augmented environments.

PLACING EMPIRE
TRAVEL AND THE SOCIAL IMAGINATION IN IMPERIAL JAPAN
Univ of California Press A free ebook version of this title is available through Luminos, University of California Press’s Open Access publishing program. Visit www.luminosoa.org to
learn more. Placing Empire examines the spatial politics of Japanese imperialism through a study of Japanese travel and tourism to Korea, Manchuria, and Taiwan between the late
nineteenth century and the early 1950s. In a departure from standard histories of Japan, this book shows how debates over the role of colonized lands reshaped the social and
spatial imaginary of the modern Japanese nation and how, in turn, this sociospatial imaginary aﬀected the ways in which colonial diﬀerence was conceptualized and enacted. The
book thus illuminates how ideas of place became central to the production of new forms of colonial hierarchy as empires around the globe transitioned from an era of territorial
acquisition to one of territorial maintenance.

MANGA
AN ANTHOLOGY OF GLOBAL AND CULTURAL PERSPECTIVES
A&C Black A collection of essays by an international cast of scholars, experts, and fans, providing a deﬁnitive, one-stop Manga resource.

SOMATOFORM DISORDERS
A WORLDWIDE PERSPECTIVE
Springer Science & Business Media Medically unexplained somatic symptoms are problematic in psychiatry, primary care settings, and other clinical areas. The burden they impose on
health-care systems constitutes a signiﬁcant public health problem. At the international symposium "Rethinking Somatoform Disorders," this problem was addressed by specialists
working in somatoform disorders, psychiatric nosology, epidemiology, and biological and cross-cultural psychiatry. The meeting was the third of the Keio University International
Symposia for Life Sciences and Medicine, in collaboration with the World Health Organization and the World Psychiatric Association.

MAGIC KNIGHT RAYEARTH 1
Kodansha America LLC CLAMP's masterwork Magic Knight Rayearth—now in a new translation! This update of the manga classic forms the centerpiece to any CLAMP collection and is
also a fantastic introduction to girl-powered adventure manga—perfect for fans of Sailor Moon and She-Ra. While on a ﬁeld trip to Tokyo Tower, three teenage girls cross a magical
portal and are transported to another world called Ceﬁro. There they are summoned through the last remaining strength of the Princess Emeraude, who believes the trio will
become the magic knights who will save her, as prophesied by legend.

WHILE BEAUTY SLEPT
Penguin “Elizabeth Blackwell is a story-telling genius. Her mesmerizing writing weaves a spell that will enchant you. While Beauty Slept breathes new life into the fairytale genre
with a historical twist that will take your breath away.” —Meg Cabot, #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Princess Diaries and Heather Wells mystery series I am not the
sort of person about whom stories are told. Those of humble birth suﬀer their heartbreaks and celebrate their triumphs unnoticed by the bards, leaving no trace in the fables of
their time… And so begins Elise Dalriss’s story. When she hears her great-granddaughter recount a minstrel’s tale about a beautiful princess asleep in a tower, it pushes open a door
to the past, a door Elise has long kept locked. For Elise was the companion to the real princess who slumbered—and she is the only one left who knows what actually happened so
many years ago. As the memories start to unfold, Elise is plunged back into the magniﬁcent world behind the palace walls she left behind more than a half century ago, a labyrinth
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where the secrets of her real father and the mysterious fate of her mother connect to an inconceivable evil. Elise has guarded these secrets for a lifetime. As only Elise understands
all too well, the truth is no fairy tale.

SHŌJO ACROSS MEDIA
EXPLORING "GIRL" PRACTICES IN CONTEMPORARY JAPAN
Springer Since the 2000s, the Japanese word shōjo has gained global currency, accompanying the transcultural spread of other popular Japanese media such as manga and anime.
The term refers to both a character type speciﬁcally, as well as commercial genres marketed to female audiences more generally. Through its diverse chapters this edited collection
introduces the two main currents of shōjo research: on the one hand, historical investigations of Japan’s modern girl culture and its representations, informed by Japanese-studies
and gender-studies concerns; on the other hand, explorations of the transcultural performativity of shōjo as a crafted concept and aﬀect-prone code, shaped by media studies,
genre theory, and fan-culture research. While acknowledging that shōjo has mediated multiple discourses throughout the twentieth century—discourses on Japan and its modernity,
consumption and consumerism, non-hegemonic gender, and also technology—this volume shifts the focus to shōjo mediations, stretching from media by and for actual girls, to shōjo
as media. As a result, the Japan-derived concept, while still situated, begins to oﬀer possibilities for broader conceptualizations of girlness within the contemporary global digital
mediascape.

OKAKURA TENSHIN AND PAN-ASIANISM
SHADOWS OF THE PAST
Global Oriental This volume explores four key themes emanating from Okakura Tenshin’s philosophy and legacy: Okakura Tenshin and the ideal of Pan-Asianism; other forms of PanAsianism; art and Asia, and ways of deﬁning Asia. Okakura Tenshin (1862-1913) is a signiﬁcant ﬁgure in Japan’s modern intellectual history.

PAN-ASIANISM AND JAPAN'S WAR 1931-1945
Springer The book explores the critical importance of Pan-Asianism in Japanese imperialism. Pan-Asianism was a cultural as well as political ideology that promoted Asian unity and
recognition. The focus is on Pan-Asianism as a propeller behind Japan's expansionist policies from the Manchurian Incident until the end of the Paciﬁc War.

PLANET LADDER VOL. 1
Digital Manga, Inc. I see the tarot cards in my dreams. I turn them over in hopes of ﬁnding all the answers -- Who am I? Where do I come from? Why are these people after me? But
when I turn over the last card, it is always blank. My name is Kaguya. I thought I was an ordinary high-school girl. That is, until a crazy sorcerer appeared in my bedroom one night
and transported me to another planet where people call me princess. Now, the questions in my dream are more urgent than ever. Will I ever get home again ... or is this my home?

CHIBI VAMPIRE AIRMAIL
VIZ Media LLC A collection of touching manga stories that follows the continuing adventure of our favorite vampire. In these sweet tales and scary legends, ﬁnally discover what
happened to Karin and her friends all while getting a glimpse of some mysterious vampires from the Marker family that were never before seen in the main series. Also included are
special bonus manga strips detailing creator Yuna Kagesaki's trip to Seattle's Sakura-con. -- VIZ Media
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